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Puzzles, Dragons, & Ideals
by SapphireShine

Summary

Unknown circumstances leave N in an unknown world, a world like one he very much
wishes. Monsters have be willing to become a partner instead of just capturing. While he
enjoys this new world, something else is going on. Even in a world where his Ideals are met,
every place has something dark occurring in the shadows, this world is no exception.

Notes

See the end of the work for notes

http://archiveofourown.org/users/SapphireShine/pseuds/SapphireShine


Waking

Puzzles, Dragons, & Ideals

Chapter 1: Waking

“LOOK OUT!” 

White light, deafening hums…

Blue eyes opened lightly with a tired groan, a young man with long green hair in light
colored clothing sat up. The sound of animals echoed through the clearing as the grass folded
under him. He lightly shielded his eyes from the sun that was shining brightly in the sky.
Where was he? A small whine was heard by his side, turning to see a dog like creature with
dark fur. 

“Zorua?” the creature smiled as he looked at his partner. 

“N, are you okay? That blast of light knocked us out.” the young man groaned as his
memories returned to him, after Ghetsis was arrested, he and Zorua bid farewell to Black and
White before setting off on his own path again. After something occurred on their way to
Sinnoh, a bright light occurred and they were knocked out. 

“I am alright, just, where are we now?” N wondered as he looked at the slightly cloudly sky.
Before he could stand, a large tremor shook the ground as energy burst from the earth just a
short distance away. Beams of multicolored light exploded and tore up the trees around them,
odd looking creatures running from the blast and debris being shot into the sky. A large
boulder was shot up and fell toward where N and his Zorua were, still confused by the
situation, N tried to crawl away as the shadow fell over him. 

“Aoyaiba!” an unfamiliar voice suddenly shouted from afar as the sound of breaking stone
echoed in N’s ears, the shadow was quickly replaced by a different form as broken fragments
of stone rained around him and Zorua. N glanced up to see a beautiful and powerful looking



dragon-like creature, it’s scales a bright white and silver, highlighted by various shades of
blue and purple. The dragon’s large ice covered mace like tail-end swung up to destroy
andother boulder hurdling towards them. A smaller figure jumped from the sky and towards
the pillar of light, N couldn’t see what he was doing, but the energy seemed to flow into the
figure, and the energy soon subsided, leaving only the crater. 

“Are you alright?” N thought it must’ve been the dragon talking until he heard where the
voice came from. The figure he saw absorb the energy walked towards them, at first he
thought it was another dragon, but upon closer inspection, it was a human, or at least looked
human, decked out in dark silver and purple draconic armor, white hair under the headgear
and bright yellow reptilian eyes. As the figure walked closer, the armor glowed a bright white
before vanishing, revealing a young teen around Black’s age, his hair and eyes were the
same, but two blue horns stuck out. The boy was dressed in a simple loose dark grey shirt
with baggy white pants, he also wasn’t wearing any shoes. 

“I’m alright, um, who are you?” N asked, the boy looked at him oddly before going over to
check the dragon for any injuries. 

“My name is Lance, I’m from the Dragon Caller Guild. Who are you? I haven’t seen you on
the island before.” the boy said as he stroked the dragon’s head gently. N looked at him
curiously, no last name? Maybe it wasn’t important to mention. 

“My name is well, Natural, you can call me N though.” N said, a small snicker sounded from
Lance’s place as a large black egg shaped creature popped out. It had two pointed ears, small
wings N couldn’t understand how it kept the creature afloat and small limbs. It also had a
large purple star on it’s chest. 

“N huh? That’s an interesting name.” the creature said in perfect speech, that caught N off
guard, usually pokemon couldn’t speak the same as humans, that’s why the ones who were
hurt or taken against their will could never speak. Lance sighed. 

“Don’t be rude Devi.” Lance said, he turned back to the dragon. 

“You did well, you can rest now.” Lance said, stroking the dragon’s head one more time
before it curled lightly as a blue tinted orb formed around it, quickly shrinking before
becoming a small speck of light that flew into a blue colored device Lance pulled out. 



“N, are you alright?” He heard the concerned voice of Zorua, glancing down the see the
dog/fox like pokemon glance at him worried. 

“I’m alright, just confused.” N said, Lance turned to him, with an odd look on his face, N
quickly realizing he said that out-loud and probably didn’t make sense to Lance. 

“I take it your monster is concerned for you?” Lance asked, N froze, this teen actually could
understand what Zorua meant? Or was his behavior that obvious? Wait, did he just call it a
monster?

“Hey… what kind of monster is he anyway? We’ve never seen them on the island before,
devi.” Devi said as he flew down to look at Zorua, who looked at him just as curious. Lance
turned back to N and blue eyes met topaz. 

“You aren’t from the island, are you from Vienna City?” Lance asked, N looked at him,
mildly confused. He hasn’t heard of a city named Vienna. 

“I’m not, I’m from Unova, west of Hoenn.” N said, again Lance raised an eyebrow. Devi
flew up to his side. 

“Unova? Where is that, devi? We’ve never heard of a Unova before, devi.” Devi said, N was
even more confused, never heard of Unova? It held a Pokemon League, not to mention the
events from both prior and from two years ago must’ve traveled overseas somehow. Right? 

“He’s right, we haven’t heard of “Hoenn” either, come with us, Master Vahaton and King
probably know.” Lance said, he whistled and a large red scaled dragon landed before them,
Lance again stroke it’s head. 

“We need a ride back. Is that alright? You can have some rest once we get back to Crocus.”
Lance said, he quickly climbed up on the dragon. Devi looked at N and Zorua. 



“Come on, don’t keep Master Lance waiting! We also need to report back to the Guild that
we completed the mission, devi.” Devi said as he flew up and sat besides Lance. N gently
scooped up Zorua and climbed on the dragon’s back, the dragon let out a roar before flying
off the ground. They flew slightly above the clouds and N got a good look of the landscape.
Besides the large dry desert like area in one part of the island and a very rocky and volcanic
area further, most of the island was covered in lush forests and jungles. 

“So, well, where are we? What is this island?” N asked, Lance turned to face him. 

“This is Dragoza, home of the Dragonoids and home of several different types of monsters.”
Lance said, he glanced at Devi, who seemed to pick up on what he wanted to say. 

“Dragoza is the proud home of the dragonoids, like Master Lance. Here, monsters live in the
several wild areas of the island, this island has five main cities each being a landmark for one
of the five elements and ancients. In the northern area, there’s the Dark City: Zelemony and
the Wood City: Libria. To the west is the Light City: Exscion and to the east is the Fire City:
Geyser. Where we’re headed is to the south, which holds the Water City: Crocus! Crocus is a
popular tourist spot since it’s the main docks for the island, it’s also known for it’s tasty jelly
dumplings!” Devi explained, Lance decided to speak again. 

“Us dragonoids are born with the ability to harness the elements of this world known as drops
and connect with the monsters. Humans can have this ability too, despite it being rather rare,
all humans who have this ability become Dragon Callers. The duty of a Dragon Caller is to
stop Drop Impacts much like the one that nearly killed you, and calm the wrath of any
monsters that are angry. Our duty is to keep the island at peace between dragonoids,
monsters, and humans.” Lance said, N looked at Zorua who sat in his lap comfortably. 

“Do you capture monsters in order to help you fight?” N asked, Devi just gasped dramatically
with a stunned look on his face?

“Capture?! No such thing, devi! All of Lance’s partners agreed to be with him, devi. A
Dragon Caller can only obtain monsters if the monsters themselves trust the Dragon Caller
and forms a bond, monsters turn into egg drops that can be held and wielded by a Dragon
Caller to call upon in order to help. Monsters have to turn into egg drops willingly, and a
force capture will only lead to an angry monster, devi.” Devi explained, N looked at the small
creature with a realization after it. 



This world, the monsters have the choice and the callers need to earn their trust. This wasn’t a
world of capture, where the pokemon have to pray that their new owners are kind and seek a
bond. No, this world, the monsters have the choice and the two work together as equals. This
was his ideal world. 

A figure sighed as they hid under the docks and beach caves of Crocus’ coast, a phone
ringing as they paced on the cold uneven stone. The phone stopped ringing and someone
picked up. 

“What is it?” 

“Rude, not even a ‘hello’?” the figure chuckled, the voice on the other line groaned. 

“Whatever, sorry, but seriously, what is it? I’m hot on someone’s trail right now, this is going
to be a big one.” The figure chuckled again. 

“I have orders, our next set of targets is here on Dragoza. Our Scientist wishes to capture
monsters from this island, not to mention the callers.” 

“Whoa, whoa, whoa, we’re actually doing it?! That mad scientist can actually do it?!” 

“Yes, he can, he says we can capture whoever, or whatever we want just as long as it’s either
a monster or a dragon caller. Two of our targets has to be Lance and Charo though, so get
some help. This is going to be a hard job, but an oh so profitable one.” the figure hung up the
call, glancing out of the cave as waves crashed into it. Maybe they can even lure him out,
after all, that one was someone who the scientist worked on before, they’d be paid even more
if they can bring him back. 



A younger figure sighed as they sat in one of the many caves surrounding Geyser, dark
colored clothing and dark hair easily blending in with the shadows. Their left eye hidden
under an eyepatch while his remaining one glowed an eerie neon green. They looked grimly
out of the cave as a red carrier dragon flew over them, a white-haired figure just barely
visible. 

“The Battle Cup is coming soon, hope you’re prepared Lance, cause I’m not going easy if I
want to draw them out.” 



The Guild

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Chapter 2: The Guild

 

Lance landed the carrier dragon in a wide open field near a few others resting. Lance, N, and
their creatures got off the dragon, Lance calmly telling the dragon thank you and to rest. 

 

"Welcome to the Water City, Crocus, devi!" Devi said as he flew by Lance's side. The group
exited the small forest and we're greeted by sunlight and the sound of sea birds. Besides the
crystal blue waters at the bay, the city was bustling with life, vendors out on the streets,
simple white walled houses dotting all over and a grand tower in the center of the city. 

 

"This looks so pretty..." N turned as Zorua looked at the city in amazement, he himself was
also entranced by it. They walked through the streets, some of the girls on the road squealing
as they looked at them. Squealing for a reason N had no idea what it was for. Lance sighed as
they made their way to the tower. N glanced down a bit and he now was able to get a good
view of Lance. He looked like a normal person, except for the horns and such, but he also
wasn't wearing shoes? 

 

"Um, Lance, if I may ask, why don't you wear shoes?" N asked, Lance tensed moment. 

 

"Well… I'm not used to wearing them, it's feels off." Lance said, before turning his head. 

 

"We'll be stopping by the guild first, to report in the drop impact that occurred when we met
first. Then we'll talk to Master Vahaton." Lance said, the two walked in silence for the rest of
the way while N admired the city's build and bustling community. They soon arrived at a
grand building near the tower, inside N saw several others, Dragonoids and humans, wearing
colored cloaks either around tables or looking at boards. 

 

"And the mission was completed? Nothing less from Lance, oh? Who is this with you?" N
glanced up to see the lady Lance was speaking to at one of the counters looking at him. Lance



turned to her. 

 

"I found him near the sight of the drop impact. I'm taking him to see Master Vahaton, I'll be
back to pick up another mission later." Lance said, the lady smiled. 

 

"Very well, thank you for the work, have a good day Lance." Lance walked away and back to
N. 

 

"Can you explain more on how this Dragon Callers Guild works?" N asked, Lance sighed as
they exited the building. 

 

"The Guild is responsible for handling Drop Impacts and angry monsters that may be a
danger to the island. Dragon Callers all have a better ability of understanding the monsters on
the island and skilled enough to fight them if need be. Our goal is to protect the harmony of
this world, that also means taking care of threats imposed by humans and dragonoids on the
monsters." Lance said. 

 

"Remember when you asked about capturing monsters, devi? Well, we don't do things like
that, devi. But some bad guys do, one problem that has been running rampant for as long as
we can remember is egg drop trafficking, devi." Devi said. 

 

N looked at them as new thoughts crossed his head. Looks like people who wish to use
monsters and pokemon as mere tools exist in every world. Even if this one is his ideal, he
guesses even one like this, has a dark abyss.

 

"But how does that work? Don't the monsters need to trust you before turning into one?" N
asked, Lance's gaze turned slightly more serious as they continued to walk. 

 

"Yes, the criminals trick these monsters to turn into egg drops. They usually target younger
monsters since they are more innocent and naive. Once they gain their trust and turn into egg
drops, they take the monsters and sell them to the highest bidder on the black market. While
we have been stopping almost all events on the island, the operations are still ongoing. We
haven't found the core of this crime ring, considering the ones we capture were usually hired
to do the job without any other description besides money." Lance said, N frowned, a



problem as big as this, even the dragon callers needed all hands on deck to keep these events
to a minimum. N knows this world values his ideals, considering these monsters are being
taken against their will leaves him with no question unlike the grey line that pokemon
catching was back in his old world. 

 

"Maybe I can help, I can become a Dragon Caller and aid you on these missions." N said,
Lance stopped walking before turning to N with a curious look. 

 

"You didn't even know the island existed until just hours ago. Why do you want to become a
Dragon Caller? It isn't some role play job, it's serious." Lance said, his gaze now analytical of
N's form. N clenched his fists as he looked at the dragonoid.

 

"I know it's serious, but from where I'm from, the idea of monsters being taken against their
will is a horror I wish to stop. I can understand my monsters, I don't want them to be in any
pain. If becoming a Dragon Callers help keep the monsters and others from harm, then I will
do it." N said, Lance continued to look at him. 

 

"Can you even see drops?" Lance asked, he raised his hand like he was holding something. N
saw faint ripples but nothing else. 

 

"No, I cannot see these drops, all I see are slight ripples." N said, Lance sighed as he let his
hand down. 

 

"You can't become a Dragon Caller without being able to see drops. Another factor of this
island and how it works is that you need to be able to see and manipulate drops. Drops are the
elemental energy flowing through the planet, drops are needed to give monsters the power
they need to attack and defend. It's more important when it comes to a monster letting you be
it's partner. It requires someone who can use these drops well in a battle to deal damage or
cure the Impacts. Using the drops on the monsters is a way of giving them orders. Without it,
no orders and no plan. Then the fight is lost, or worst, your life will be in extreme danger."
Lance said, turning back and continued to walk to the tower. 

 

"How can you see the drops?" N asked. 

 



"Drops can only be seen by Dragon Callers. It's a birthright the dragonoids have, and only a
few humans can. Usually the humans have some sort of dragonoid blood in them, or they are
able to see the drops, but not initially, only after concentration and focus can one see the
drops if they have potential. They start off as invisible at first, then transparent, once you can
see the drops as solid, then you can learn to manipulate them." Lance said, before N could
ask another question, they arrived at the tower and Lance opened the wooden double doors.
They walked up a staircase until they entered a main room with another set of doors. 

 

"Master Vahaton?" Lance said as he opened the doors. There N saw an old woman with lilac
hair and a single turquoise horn peaking out from under it, she wore gold glasses and a
simple blue dress and cape. Another was a man with white hair while the tips seemed to be a
faded red, and lastly was a very short elderly man which N swears half of his body is hair
holding a large blue staff with a draconic design and a blue outfit from what he could make
out. 

 

"Ah! Lance, my boy, it's been a while, how have you been? Oh? Who is this?" The elderly
man asked as he looked at N. 

 

"My name is Natural Harmonia, but you can just call me N." N said, the elderly man stroke
his beard. 

 

"Oh? N it is then. I'm Vahaton, the Ancient of Water and current watcher over Crocus city.
Soon my title will be past to King here in due time." Vahaton said gesturing to the other man. 

 

"Master Vahaton, I met N when a rock from a Drop Impact nearly killed him. He says he's
from somewhere called Unova, to the west of Hoenn." Lance said, the others looked slightly
lost as the woman stood up and pulled out a map. She opened it on the table and ushered for
N and Lance to come over. 

 

"I'm afraid I haven't heard of any of these locations. Can you point out where they are? My
name is Angine." The woman said, N looked over the global map, and, was stunned. The
geography was nothing like he saw. Unova, Hoenn, neither locations were located on the map
and everything was out of place. Heck, this map was nothing like the ones he's seen back in
Unova. 

 



"Is something the matter?" Angine asked, N just looked, there was nothing here. Nothing he
knew. He already had the feeling he wasn't in his world anymore since how different things
were. This just confirms that, but how? How did he end up here? 

 

"This may be hard to believe, but, I'm not from here. Not from this world, I mean. Unova,
Hoenn, they are all regions from the world I'm from, the monsters there are called Pokemon,
and their types expand far past the basic five elements. I know this must sound crazy, but I
am not kidding." N said as he placed a hand on the map. Everyone just looked at him while
processing the information, Lance sighed again as Devi flew up. 

 

"Well, actually, devi. We know something like that is possible, devi." Devi said, N looked up
surprised. He wasn't expecting that sort of reaction. 

 

"He's not wrong? Both my son, Lance, and myself were technically in a different world
known as Ymir. Legendary dragons that exist are known to cross these worlds. Different
worlds isn't exactly a very strange concept. We just haven't seen it done with people before
besides us three." King said. 

 

"Legendary dragons? Have you ever heard of the dragons Zerkom and Reshiram?" N asked,
Lance shook his head. 

 

"I'm afraid those must be dragons that only reside in your world dear." Angine said. 

 

"How did you end up here then?" Lance asked, N thought back as he held his chin lightly. 

 

"I was flying over the ocean from Unova to another region northeast called Sinnoh. I was
blinded by a white light and then I woke up in the field you found me in. Besides that, I don't
know how I ended up here." N explained. 

 

"Maybe it could be linked to the drop impact that nearly crushed you. When I was asked to
go and take care of it, the SDF gave me this to measure the drop impact's energy and
wavelength. These were the readings before I sent Aoyaiba down." Lance said, he pulled out
another device this time a dark metallic grey than the bright blue and pulled up a screen. 



 

The screen showed massive energy spikes and different colored waves and peaks. Some
readings saying unknown. 

 

"Whatever happened at that drop impact wasn't normal. Devi and I are going to investigate it,
for that we need some more information. We'll head to Librya next, if you want to come you
can." Lance said, N looked at him and nodded. 

 

"I like this world, even if I know things you told me. I want to make sure it's safe like mine
is. Maybe I can learn the see drops, and become a Dragon Caller by first aquirring knowledge
in Librya. I will come and try to learn as much as I can." N said, Vahaton chuckled. 

 

"Oh, I sense of fire in you boy." Vahaton said, Lance sighed before smiling lightly. 

 

"Let's head to Librya then while it's still daylight. You can explore the library there while I
investigate the area of the drop impact. See if there's a clue as to how you ended up here."
Lance said. 

 

“Why are you going alone?” N asked, Lance turned to him again. 

 

“You wish to become a dragon caller, but you cannot see drops. Not yet anyway, you said you
saw ripples when I asked. You can see them very faintly. I recommend you go the Librya so
you can learn to see and manipulate drops. It will also help when it comes to defending
yourself here.” Lance said, Angine chuckled. 

 

“Learning to be more trusting of humans, Lance?” Angine asked with a small smile. N
noticed Lance turn pink briefly. 

 

“Y-yeah, Let’s go, we should get to Librya before sunset if we leave now.” Lance said,
stepping back, and out the door. Heading to the carrier dragons. 

 



“Well, you should be leaving then. This must be quite strange for you I’m certain, do not
worry though, the people here are very kind. I’m certain you can feel at home here until you
can go home.” Angine said, giving him a warm smile. N smiled back before lightly bowing
and then leaving, finding Lance talking with Devi as they were outside. 

 

Now that was another thought, did he, did he even want to go back to Unova? Unova taught
him the harmony between humans and pokemon, but even then the grey area between good
pokemon trainers and bad ones is too large. He knows that good pokemon trainers who value
the bonds they form with their pokemon like the pokedex holders exist. Yet some do horrible
things as well. This world however, there was a clear difference, the monsters had the say,
and everyone he’s seen care for the monsters. This world was plagued by monster sellers
though, those who try to steal monsters by trickery. He will become a dragon caller, even if
he cannot go home. At least, at least he can help keep the harmony creatures and people are
supposed to have. This was his chance to be a true Hero of Ideals. This time, he won’t be
blindsided either. 

 

Elsewhere………..

 

"We're here, same zone as that energy spike was with the drop impact. What do you want us
to find here Doc?" A young man with blonde hair in a dark colored outfit spoke into a grey
communication device. A voice echoed from the other then. 

 

"Find traces of that energy field! Plus look for small white shards." 

 

"What for?" The high Merc for hire asked as he kneeled down to look at and grab small
flecks of white off the ground. 

 

"To help create my new hunter, when part of it is gone, it will do anything to reunite with it." 

 

The call ended quickly as the Merc sighed. Taking a small test tube and filling it with the
small white flakes. They were very similar to the ones he found in the icy areas off of Crocus.
What the heck were these tiny things? No matter, as long as the weirdo kept his promise of
the money than he doesn’t care. He gathered the shards and as they were placed into the test
tube, he swears the thing vibrated for a moment. It went away quickly however and paid it no
mind. 



Chapter End Notes

Next time, N meets Charo, Ace, and the gang while Lance goes to do some
investigations! Hope you guys enjoyed this chapter and I'll see you next time!



End Notes

These worlds have many concepts that would work in a crossover. Plus someone like N
would definitely love a world like this. Anyone still a fan of PADX? Hope you guys enjoyed,
please let me know what you think :) have a good day/evening!

Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!

http://archiveofourown.org/works/24284563/comments/new
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